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Hello London!

Hi, My name’s Tom Coates. I’ve spent the last couple of years working for the BBC running a small R&D
team in Radio and Music, and I’m currently doing something pretty similar for Yahoo, although I
should state straight off that I’ve only been with them a couple of months and this talk is definitely my
thoughts and not corporate policy.
The only other part of my team in London at the moment is esteemed Python nerd Simon Willison, who
is in the audience today. Ladies and Gentlemen, Simon Willison. Simon has been incredibly helpful in
forcing me to get my head together for this presentation and I’d just like to start off by saying an
enormous thank you to him, and to Matt Biddulph and Andy Budd who have been really cool.
Anyway - as usual I’ve massively over-prepared, and I’ve got way way way too many slides and so I’m
going to have to start. I’ll be putting the whole thing online after the event so you can figure out what I
was on about if I belt through it all a bit too fast...

Design and Web 2.0
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Now, when you think about design and Web 2.0 probably the first thing you think of is bloody gradient
fills and rounded corners.
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But I’m not going to be talking about rounded corners and gradient fills at all. I’m going to be talking
about product design at a higher level - about what it means to build a product that fits and works and
thrives in its environment. Because the web as an environment is starting to change quite dramatically,
it’s starting to become more than the sum of its parts.

The next 41 minutes
๏ What is the web changing into?
๏ What can you / should you build on it?
๏ Architectural principles for Web 2.0

A web of data
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Web 2.0?
๏ Buzzword
๏ Conference
๏ Marketing
๏ A new bubble
๏ All of these and less?

Well it’s easy to be cynical about these buzzwords, but the truth is that we’ve been seeing a mass of
new developments over the last couple of years. Before the bubble, the internet was about
communication, then with the arrival of the big companies it became all about sales and publishing.
But things have been changing again for a few years and we’re now in a stage when people are trying
to make sense of it. Web 2.0 as a phrase is just one of those attempts.

Probably the most famous attempt to make sense of all the trends that are happening at the moment is
Tim O’Reilly’s piece on “What is Web 2.0” based on a session he hosted at last year’s FOO Camp. Tim
and the O’Reilly group also coined the Web 2.0 term. I can really recommend the article - Web 2.0 as a
term generates some scepticism from people, but the article itself is way better than most of the
commentary that followed.

But I think I prefer this representation of Web 2.0, as made by Markus Angermeier at the end of last
year. It’s a kind of mind-mappish attempt to pull together some patterns, and I think gestures at how
many things seem to be changing and pushing forward concurrently.
I’d argue though, that the term Web 2.0 isn’t strong enough to hold together all these disparate
streams. You’ve got a whole lot of activity going on here at different levels - architectural changes,
cosmetic changes, environmental changes, technological, social and business changes - and I think it’s
over-ambitious to make it all representative of one underlying process.
So I’m going to personally abandon this term and concentrate on a subset where I think the web is
experiencing some really dramatic changes, and I use the web here really carefully. Because you only
have to look at Google and Yahoo and Flickr and del.icio.us and the various other web start-ups to see
that the idea of a web of connected resources has developed pretty quickly over the last few years
beyond the simple idea of the navigational hyperlink between published pages and - through APIs,
web services and RSS - right down into the heart of the data itself.
We’ve got a new web manifesting here, a web of connected data. So for example, if this is the web that
was....

The web as it was
This is the web that was...

Web of the future?
And this is the web that seems to be manifesting. A web of connected data resources, each of which
connected to the others around them, able to create more by their combination than they could apart.
This is the web I think we’re moving towards and it’s very different from the web we have now. Unlike
today, where we have pretty much a web of pages, we’re on our way towards something like a web of
data...

A web of data sources,
services for exploring and
manipulating data, and
ways that users can
connect them together

So this is what I’m talking about - a product of the gradual exposure of databases and APIs.
Very important to run through this slide, explaining what I mean by data (most importantly). The other
two should become more clear as we work our way through it...

Mash-ups are kind of our pilot fish for whatever the web is becoming. In and of themselves they’re
fairly interesting, but if you think of them as the beginning of a trend towards interconnected data and
reuse they’re pretty fascinating...
{Should probably say something here about creative commons and reuse, however briefly}

Astronewsology
Internal-only demo splicing together two data sources

Astronewsology (internal only) combines three types of data - birthdays, star-signs and news stories

A Network Effect of services
๏ Every new service can build on top of
every other existing service - the web
becomes a true platform
๏ Every service and piece of data that’s
added to the web makes every other
service potentially more powerful

Consequences
๏ Massive creative possibilities
๏ Accelerating innovation
๏ Increasingly competitive services
๏ Increasingly componentised services
๏ Increasingly specialised services

There is money to be made
๏ Use APIs to drive people to your stuff
๏ Make your service more attractive and
useful with less central development
๏ Use syndicated content as a platform
๏ Turn your API into a pay-for service

{outline above and then}
Basically, the same thing that we have traditionally associated with Creative Commons and radical
idealists and playful people...

http://www.flickr.com/photos/nodditect/81114201/
Basically leftie liberals and hippies like, well, me...

$$$
Turns out to be just as important and as interesting to the evil capitalists.
Which makes me even more certain that things are going to move in this direction. There’s just a new
playing field which we’re all going to have to play on - for good or ill.
Because if you’re not benefitting from the accelerating change, network effects and added value of
being part of the web of data, then most likely you’re going to be in backwater...
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dplanet/81933878/

Choosing what to build

So my argument is that if you’re part of this ecosystem you will be pulled along and caught up in a
web of accelerating value and reuse, whereas if you are not you’ll be stuck in a disconnected
backwater.
But what kinds of products work well in this space? How do you decide what to build?
http://www.flickr.com/photos/merfam/71578647/ - merfam

What can I build that will
make the whole Web better?

How can I add value to
the Aggregate Web?

A web of data sources,
services for exploring and
manipulating data, and
ways that users can
connect them together

So the first question is - can you find way to add data to the aggregate web? Can you create or open
up a database of information that already exists, become a definitive home for a particular kind of data
on the web? Can you own a kind of data that people want or are prepared to pay for? Can you work
with the wider web to help your users create data, to publish or annotate or enhance some things that
are already there? Or help them organise a part of their lives, help them turn their own information
into data, and share and use it in more powerful ways?

Tim O’Reilly, ”What is Web 2.0?"
“The race is on to own certain classes of core
data: location, identity, calendaring of public
events, product identifiers and namespaces.”
“In many cases ... there may be an opportunity
for an Intel Inside style play, with a single
source for the data. In others, the winner will
be the company that first reaches critical mass
via user aggregation, and turns that
aggregated data into a system service.”

To be more cynical and businesslike, one shift in this ecosystem is going to be towards people trying to
control and own certain key types of data, or to become synonymous with it. Tim O’Reilly says it best in
this particularly blunt couple of quotes from the What is Web 2.0 piece...

A web of data sources,
services for exploring and
manipulating data, and
ways that users can
connect them together

The next way you can add value is by making a service that helps people explore, use or manipulate
data in some way. The arrival of weblogs and the popularisation of RSS amounted to pretty much the
first improvement to structured data publishing on the popular internet for a long time and loads of
people have built on top of the data they’ve created. Similarly Amazon web services and the Flickr APIs
have created an incredibly fertile space both for individuals to play creatively and - increasingly - to
build businesses on top of other people’s data stores.
Examples: Aggregators? Flickr navigation interfaces?

A web of data sources,
services for exploring and
manipulating data, and
ways that users can
connect them together

At it’s most basic - can you move from people or organisations from capturing and organising their
data into making it a more embedded part of this data ecosystem. Can you help them syndicate, help
them cross publish - ideally without any extra work - and show them the benefits of being able to
connect one sort of data with another?
Examples: Feedburner? All consuming?

Architectural principles

Some core components
๏ Data sources
๏ Standard ways of representing data
๏ Identifiers & URLs
๏ Mechanisms for distributing data
๏ Ways to interact with / enhance data
๏ Rights frameworks & financial

1
Look to add value to the
Aggregate Web of data

* Mission: Try and build something that adds value to the aggregate web - improving a data source,
finding a new way to connect disparate data sources, build a new interface for manipulating data.

2
Build for normal users,
developers and machines

User interface changes in a web of data, because you have at least three types of user - normal humans
who are looking to explore or use the information on your site, developers who are looking for the
hooks that they can use to build upon your service, and software that's been trained to look for
common features and standards directly at the data level. To be part of a web of data you need to build
for all of them.

3
Start designing with
data, not with pages

Always think about what you're making in terms of data/information and not pages. This sounds like it
would scare off real people, but actually the opposite is the case. Having a clear understanding of the
information that a page represents is a good thing for normal human users. In both jobs, what you're
trying to do is turn information into navigable, explorable, reusable, connectable units.
You're looking for a best of both world's scenario, where you have data that is rich and consistent
enough for machines to work with reliably organised in ways that make it explorable and
comprehendable to humans.
The process of product design starts with designing the data, and the data structures and
relationships. If you don't capture information and relationships that will make it easy to navigate
through your application or service then it will never work.

4
Identify your first order
objects and make them
addressable

Every page on your site will end up being an addressable view of your data. When I say addressable, I
mean that you can point to it, or link to it, or send it to your friends or use it as a marker to stand in
for the full contents of the page. So your first job is to understand what the core concepts are that
you're going to be working with - whether it be people, addresses, events, photographs, television
programmes or whatever - and to give each of these a unique and well structured URL.
These will be your ‘destination’ pages.

Search
Even if you do no more than that, you're already playing well in the aggregate web of data - search
engines and aggregators like...

Technorati
technorati...

digg
digg...

del.icio.us
and del.icio.us can already start usefully aggregating information about each addressable component
of your site, based on how people link to and reference them.

5
Use readable, reliable
and hackable URLs

Good URLs should:
๏ be permanent references to resources
๏ have a 1-to-1 correlation with concepts
๏ use directories to represent hierarchy
๏ not reflect the underlying technology

Good URLs should:
๏ reflect the structure of the data
๏ be predictable / guessable / hackable
๏ be as human readable as possible
๏ be - or expose - identifiers

Some URL schemes are so elegant and powerful that they really offer themselves up as a major
interface to the site itself - even to the extent that they have to be pulled into the page as a design
element.

Newsvine
This kind of approach started on del.icio.us, but I thought it was really interesting that it found itself
over on newsvine.
I’m not sure what I think of this approach, but it certainly shows you how powerful the URL can be in
terms of supplementing or extending a site’s navigation
... in addition creating a easy to automate way for a piece of software to connect and explore a site.

Good URLs are beautiful and
a mark of design quality

6
Correlate with external
identifier schemes
(or coin a new standard)

But URLs aren't the only kind of addressability that you might need, because not all concepts are
created natively in one place on the internet. A weblog post can be identified uniquely by it's URL, as
can a photo on Flickr because they're not only the representation of that concept, they are the thing
itself.
But what about films, tv shows, books, people, events? All of these things exist independently of the
internet and are likely to have multiple and potentially competing representations online. You need a
new concept to link all those representations together - to connect up the data produced in different
places - and that's the idea of a unique identifier that represents that concept.
So, if you're working with types of data that already have a canonical or recognised authoritative
representation or identifier exposed on the web, then build ways to correlate your identifier with the
definitive one. If there aren't definitive URLs or identifiers out there already - which in many cases is
more likely - then you will derive huge benefits from defining them or competing with dominant
players who have coined them already.

7
Build list views and
batch manipulation
interfaces

* We’ve got our core first-order objects, and we’ve made them addressable, with a unique web page
representing each one, and we’ve correlated those concepts with identifiers on the wider web.
* Now we have to think about ways in which you’d navigate between them, and ways in which you can
manipulate and fiddle with the data you’ve got at your disposal, which is when we get to list views and
ways of manipulating data...

Destination Page

List-view page

Manipulation Interface

A core first-order
concept and its
subordinate
information

A slice of your data
used to navigate
between first-order
concepts

Interface for the
batch manipulation
of first-order
concepts

Three core types of page
There are fundamentally only really THREE CORE TYPES of pages that you need to build a web of data
native service - or maybe even that’s overstating it. It’s possible you’ll only need two. The core ones
are:
* Pages representing your first order concepts - which is what we’ve talked about already, addressable
concepts. On these pages, one of the bits of data that you’ll want to have captured is explicit
relationships to other first order concepts - ie. next in sequence and stuff like that.
* But the second type is about higher level views and lists of the first order objects - other ways of
exploring that dataspace.
* The third form is really for convenience. If you’re building a service where data manipulation is more
core, and there’s a lot of manipulation to do, then you might need a set of dedicated manipulation
interfaces. Flickr has one in Organizr.
The concept of manipulation is really important and interesting one, because user manipulation of
data is heavily constrained by the interface widgets at your disposal. Which is where new interface
technologies like Flash and Ajax can come in.
The most important thing when using either technology is that you should absolutely *not* break the
web. Each of your destination pages here should be addressable with a clear URL that represents a
concept. Similarly each of your list view pages should have its own URL as well. Distinct things get
distinct pages. Which means that if you’re using Ajax or Flash on a page that’s about a concept, you
should only use it to help people manipulate or edit THAT CONCEPT. It’s only in dedicated batch
manipulation interfaces that you can go wild with this technology - because individual resources aren’t
necessarily supposed to be referenced while they’re being fiddled with.

Flickr Ajax
Flickr does this extremely well - their destination pages each represent a photo and allow you to rotate
the photo, add tags and annotate without refreshing the page. But the pages remain referenceable and
part of the web. This kind of componentised use is a complete shift from the Flash / DHTML interfaces
of yesterday and is all the better for it.

Odeo Ajax / Flash
Another site that does this stuff really well is Odeo. They use Flash components all over the place to
allow in place previewing and listening to audio, but they never break

8
Create parallel data
services using
understood standards

Three views

Parallel data representations
Destination Page

List-view page

Manipulation Interface

A core first-order
concept and its
subordinate
information

A slice of your data
used to navigate
between first-order
concepts

Interface for the
batch manipulation
of first-order
concepts

APIs (rest / soap etc)
Microformats
Parallel XML

RSS

So you’ve got your three particular types of page
Ray Ozzie said in a leaked Microsoft Memo - RSS feeds (unix pipe of the internet?) / API.

del.icio.us RSS

Microformats

9
Make your data as
discoverable as possible

Native to a Web of Data
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Make your data as discoverable as possible

If you’ve enjoyed this talk...
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